We focus on the commonly used synchronous Gradient Descent paradigm for large-scale distributed learning, for which there has been a growing interest to develop efficient and robust gradient aggregation strategies that overcome two key bottlenecks: communication bandwidth and stragglers' delays. In particular, Ring-AllReduce (RAR) design has been proposed to avoid bandwidth bottleneck at any particular node by allowing each worker to only communicate with its neighbors that are arranged in a logical ring. On the other hand, Gradient Coding (GC) has been recently proposed to mitigate stragglers in a master-worker topology by allowing carefully designed redundant allocation of the data set to the workers. We propose a joint communication topology design and data set allocation strategy, named CodedReduce (CR), that combines the best of both RAR and GC. That is, it parallelizes the communications over a tree topology leading to efficient bandwidth utilization, and carefully designs a redundant data set allocation and coding strategy at the nodes to make the proposed gradient aggregation scheme robust to stragglers. In particular, we quantify the communication parallelization gain and resiliency of the proposed CR scheme, and prove its optimality when the communication topology is a regular tree. Furthermore, we empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed CR design over Amazon EC2 and demonstrate that it achieves speedups of up to 18.9× and 7.9×, respectively over the benchmarks GC and RAR.
gradient aggregation g = g 1 + · · · + g k < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " ( n u l l ) " > ( n u l l ) < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " ( n u l l ) " > ( n u l l ) < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " ( n u l l ) " > ( n u l l ) < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " ( n u l l ) " > ( n u l l ) < / l a t e x i t > aggregate the gradient at the master node as the number of workers tends to infinity. This analysis further demonstrates how CR alleviates the bandwidth efficiency and speeds up the training process by parallelizing the communications via a tree. Secondly, we characterize the computation load introduced by the proposed CR and prove that for a fixed straggler resiliency, CR achieves the optimal computation load (relative size of the assigned local data set to the total data set) among all the robust gradient aggregation schemes over a fixed tree topology. Moreover, CR significantly improves upon GC in the computation load of the workers. More precisely, to be robust to straggling/failure of α fraction of the children, GC loads each worker with ≈ α fraction of the total data set, while CR assigns only ≈ α L fraction of the total data set, which is a major improvement.
Additional to provable theoretical guarantees, the proposed CR scheme offers substantial improvements in practice. As a representative case, Figure 2 provides the gradient aggregation time averaged over many gradient descent iterations implemented over Amazon EC2 clusters. Compared to three benchmarks -classical Uncoded Master-Worker (UMW), GC, RAR -the proposed CR scheme attains speedups of 22.5×, 6.4× and 4.3×, respectively. since stragglers are fairly infrequent in Amazon clusters; moreover, in our experiments, no artificial delay is manufactured in the workers' run-times. These indeed make the proposed CR applicable and efficient for the real world training tasks as well. Related Work. There has been a significant interest in developing distributed learning strategies that speed up the training of learning models [1] , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). For the master-worker setup, both synchronous and asynchronous methods have been developed [1] , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In synchronous settings, all the workers wait for each other to complete the gradient computations, while in asynchronous methods, the workers continue the training process after their local gradient is computed. While synchronous approaches provide better generalization behaviours than the asynchronous ones [6] , [10] , they however face the two major bandwidth congestion and straggler toleration bottlenecks as discussed before. Various bandwidth efficient strategies have been proposed [11] [12] [13] , however, straggler bottleneck becomes increasingly significant as the cluster size increases [14] , [15] . One of the general system approaches to mitigate stragglers in distributed computation is to introduce computational redundancy via replication. [16] proposes to replicate the straggling task on other available nodes. In [17] , the authors propose a partial data replication for robustness. Other relevant replication based strategies have been proposed in [18] [19] [20] . Recently, coding theoretic approaches have also been proposed for straggler mitigation (e.g., [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] ). However, our approach is close in spirit to coding theoretic techniques used in the recently proposed Gradient Coding [3] .
II. PROBLEM SETUP AND BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the problem setup followed by a brief background on RAR and GC designs and their corresponding resiliency and efficiency properties.
A. Problem Setting
Many machine learning tasks involve fitting a model over a training data set by minimizing a loss function. For a given labeled data set D = {x j 2 R p+1 : j = 1, · · · , d}, the goal is to solve the following optimization problem:
where`(·) and R(·) respectively denote the loss and regularization functions, and the optimization problem is parameterized by . The most popular way of solving (1) in distributed learning is to use Gradient Descent (GD) algorithm. More specifically, under standard convexity assumptions, the following sequence of model updates {✓ (t) } 1 t=0 converges to the optimal solution ✓ ⇤ :
where h R (·) is a gradient-based optimizer depending on the regularizer R(·) and X ⇣ 
II. PROBLEM SETUP AND BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the problem setup followed by a brief background on RAR and GC and their corresponding straggler resiliency and communication parallelization.
A. Problem Setting
Many machine learning tasks involve fitting a model over a training data set by minimizing a loss function. For a given labeled data set D = {x j ∈ R p+1 : j = 1, · · · , d}, the goal is to solve the following optimization problem:
where (·) and R(·) respectively denote the loss and regularization functions, and the optimization problem is parameterized by λ. One of the most popular ways of solving (1) in distributed learning is to use the Gradient Descent (GD) algorithm. More specifically, under standard convexity assumptions, the following sequence of model updates {θ (t) } ∞ t=0 converges to the optimal solution θ * :
where h R (·) is a gradient-based optimizer depending on the regularizer R(·) and
denotes the gradient of the loss function evaluated at the model at iteration t over the data set D. Under certain assumptions, the iterations in (2) converge to a local optimum in the non-convex case, as well. The core component of the iterations defined in (2) is the computation of the gradient vector g at each iteration. At scale, due to limited storage and computation capacity of the computing nodes, gradient aggregation task (3) has to be carried out over distributed nodes. This parallelization, as we discussed earlier, introduces two major bottlenecks: stragglers and bandwidth contention. The goal of the distributed gradient aggregation scheme is to provide straggler resiliency as well as communication parallelization. At a high level, straggler resiliency, α, refers to the fraction of the straggling workers that the distributed aggregation scheme is robust to, and communication parallelization gain, β, quantifies the number of simultaneous communications in the network by distributed nodes compared to one only simultaneous communication in a single-node (master-worker) aggregation scheme.
Next, we discuss the data allocation and communication strategy of two synchronous gradient aggregation schemes in distributed learning and their corresponding straggler resiliency and communication parallelization gain.
B. Ring-AllReduce
In AllReduce-type aggregation schemes, the data set is uniformly distributed over N worker nodes {W 1 , · · · , W N } which coordinate among themselves in a master-less setting to aggregate their partial gradients and compute the aggregate gradient g at each worker. Particularly in RAR, each worker W i partitions its local partial gradient into N segments v 1,i , · · · , v N,i . In the first round, W i transmits v i,i to W i+1 . Each worker then adds up the received segment to the corresponding segment of its local gradient, i.e., W i obtains v i−1,i−1 + v i−1,i . In the second round, the reduced segment is forwarded to the neighbor and added up to the corresponding segment. Proceeding similarly, at the end of N − 1 rounds, each worker has a unique segment of the full gradient, i.e., W i has v i+1,1 + . . . + v i+1,N . After the reduce-scatter phase, the workers execute the collective operation of AllGather where the full gradient g becomes available at each node. The RAR operation for a cluster of three workers is illustrated in Figure 3 .
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C. Gradient Coding
Gradient Coding (GC) [32] was recently proposed to to provide straggler resiliency in a master-worker topology with one master node and N distributed worker nodes {W 1 , · · · , W N } as depicted in Figure 1 . We start the description of GC with an illustrative example. Example 1 (Gradient Coding). To make gradient aggregation over N = 3 workers robust to any S = 1 straggler, GC partitions the data set to {D 1 , D 2 , D 3 } and assigns 2 partitions to each worker as depicted in Figure 4 . Full gradient g = g 1 + g 2 + g 3 can be recovered from any N − S = 2 workers, e.g., the master recovers g from W 1 and W 2 by combining their results as g = 2 1 2 
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partition is placed in S + 1 workers, thus achieving a computation load of r GC = S+1 N . Let matrix G = [g 1 , · · · , g k ] ∈ R k×p denote the collection of partial gradients. Each worker W i then computes its local partial gradients and sends b i G to the master, where B = [b 1 ; · · · ; b n ] ∈ R N ×k denotes the encoding matrix, i.e. non-zero elements in b i specifies the partitions stored in worker W i . Upon receiving the results of any N − S workers, the master recovers the total gradient g by linearly combining the received results, that is g = a f BG where the row vector a f ∈ R 1×N corresponds to a particular set of S stragglers and A = [a 1 ; · · · ; a F ] denotes the decoding matrix with F = N S distinct straggling scenarios. The GC algorithm designs encoding and decoding matrices (B, A) such that, in the worst case, the full gradient g is recoverable from the results of any N − S out of N workers, i.e. straggler resiliency α GC = S/N is attained. Although GC prevents the master to wait for all the workers to finish their computations, it requires simultaneous communications from the workers that will cause congestion at the master node, and lead to parallelization gain β GC = Θ(1) for a constant resiliency.
Having reviewed RAR and GC strategies and their resiliency and parallelization properties, we now informally provide the guarantees of our proposed CR scheme in the following remark. Remark 1. CR arranges the available N workers via a tree configuration with L layers of nodes and each parent having n children, i.e. N = n + · · · + n L . The proposed data allocation and communication strategy in CR results in communication
Moreover, given a computation load 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, CR is robust to straggling of α CR ≈ r 1/L fraction of the children per any parent in the tree, while GC is robust to only α GC ≈ r fraction of nodes and RAR has no straggler resiliency. Therefore, CR achieves the best of RAR and GC, simultaneously. Table I summarizes these results and Theorems 1 and 2 formally characterize such guarantees.
III. PROPOSED CODEDREDUCE SCHEME
In this section, we first present our proposed CodedReduce (CR) scheme by describing data set allocation and communication strategy at the nodes followed by an illustrative example. Then, we provide theoretical guarantees of CR and conclude the section with optimality of CR.
A. Description of CR Scheme
Let us start with the proposed network configuration. CR arranges the communication pattern among the nodes via a regular tree structure as defined below. An (n, L)-regular tree graph T consists of a master node and L layers of worker nodes. At any layer (except for the lowest), each parent node is connected to n children nodes in the lower layer, i.e. there is a total of N = n + · · · + n L nodes (See Figure 5 ). Each node of the tree is identified with a pair (l, i), where l ∈ [L] and i ∈ [n l ] denote the corresponding layer and the node's index in that layer, respectively. Furthermore, T (l, i) denotes the sub-tree with the root node (l, i). We next introduce a notation that eases the algorithm description. We associate a real scalar b to all the data points in a generic data set D, denoting it by bD, and define the gradient over bD as g bD = bg D = b x∈D ∇ (θ (t) ; x). As a building block of CR, we define the sub-routine COMPALLOC in which given a generic data set D, n workers are carefully assigned with data partitions and combining coefficients such that the full gradient over D is retrievable from the computation results of any n − s workers (Pseudo-code in Appendix A).
COMPALLOC: For specified n and s, GC (Algorithm 2 in [32] ) constructs the encoding matrix
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CR.ALLOCATE:
1) Starting from the master, data set D T (1,i) is assigned to sub-tree T (1, i) for i ∈ [n] via the allocation module COMPALLOC ( Figure 6 ). 2) In layer l = 1, each worker (1, i), i ∈ [n], picks r CR d data points from the corresponding sub-tree's data set D T (1,i) as its local data set D(1, i) and passes the rest D T (1,i) = D T (1,i) \ D(1, i) to its children and their sub-trees ( Figure 6 ).
3)
Step (1) is repeated by using the module COMPALLOC and treating D T (1,i) as the input data set to distribute it among the children of node (1, i). 4) Same procedure is applied till reaching the bottom layer ( Figure 6 ). By doing so, the data set D is redundantly distributed across the tree while all the workers are equally loaded with r CR d data points, where in Theorem 1 we will show that r CR is a self-derived pick for CR given in (5) . CR.EXECUTE: 1) All the N nodes start their local partial coded gradient computations on the current model θ (t) , i.e. g D(l,i) for all nodes (l, i). Note that g D(l,i) is a coded gradient (i.e. a linear combination of partial gradients) since D(l, i) carries combining coefficients along with its data points. 2) Starting form the leaf nodes, they send their partial coded gradient computation results (messages) m (L,i) = g D(L,i) up to their parents. 3) Upon receiving enough results from their children (any n − s of them), workers in layer L − 1, recover via proper row in the decoding matrix A, e.g., parent node (L − 1, 1) recovers from its children's messages [m (L,1) ; · · · ; m (L,n) ] via the proper decoding row a f (L−1,1) . 4) Recovered partial gradient is added to the local partial coded gradient and is uploaded to the parent, e.g. node (L − 1, 1) uploads m (L−1,1) to its parent, where m (L−1,1) = a f (L−1,1) [m (L,1) ; · · · ; m (L,n) ] + g D(L−1,1) .
5)
The same procedure is repeated till reaching the master node which is able to aggregate the total gradient g D .
The pseudo-code for CR is available in Appendix B.
B. An Example for CR
In this section, we provide a toy example to better illustrate the proposed CR scheme. Example 2 (CodedReduce). Consider a (3, 2)-regular tree with N = 12 nodes and s = 1 stragglers per parent. From GC, we have the decoding and encoding matrices
Following CR's description, we partition the data set of size d as D = {D 1 , D 2 , D 3 } and assign D T (1,1) = 1 2 D 1 ∪ D 2 to sub-tree T (1, 1). Node (1, 1) then picks r CR d = 4 15 d data points from D T (1,1) as D(1, 1). To do so, D T (1,1) is partitioned to 5 sub-sets as D T (1,1) = D T (1,1) 1 ∪ · · · ∪ D T (1,1) 5 and node (1, 1) picks the first two sub-sets, i.e. D(1, 1) = D
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Similarly for other sub-trees, each node now is allocated with a data set for which each data point is associated with a scalar. For instance, node (2, 1) uploads m (2,1) = g D(2,1) = 1 2 g D T (1,1)
to its parent (1, 1). Node (1, 1) can recover from any 2 surviving children, e.g. from (2, 1) and (2, 1) and using the first row in A, it uploads m (1,1) = [2, −1, 0][m (2, 1) ; m (2, 2) ; m (2,3) ] + g D(1,1) = 2m (2,1) − m (2,2) + g D(1,1)
to the master. Similarly for other nodes, the master can recover the full gradient from any two children, e.g. using the second row of decoding matrix A and surviving children (1, 1) and (1, 3): (1, 1) ; m (1, 2) ; m (1,3) ] = m (1,1) + m (1,3)
C. Theoretical Guarantees of CR
In this section, we formally present the theoretical guarantees of CR. We first characterize the computation load induced by CR and demonstrate its significant improvement over GC. Then, we consider the commonly-used shifted exponential run-time computation distribution and a single-port communication model for workers and asymptotically characterize the expected run-time of CR and conclude with a discussion on its communication parallelization gain.
Computation Load Optimality:
We show that for a fixed tree topology, the proposed CR is optimal in the sense that it achieves the minimum per-node computation load for a target resiliency. This optimality is established in two steps per Theorem 1: (i) we first show the achievability by characterizing the computation load of CR; and (ii) we establishes a converse showing that CR's computation load is as small as possible. Proof is available in Appendix C. Theorem 1. For a fixed (n, L)-regular tree, any gradient aggregation scheme robust to any s stragglers per any parent requires computation load r where r ≥ r CR = 1 n s+1 + · · · + n s+1 L .
Remark 2. While CR is α-resilient, i.e. robust to any s = αn stragglers per any parent node, it significantly improves the per-node computation (and storage) load compared to an equivalent GC scheme with the same resiliency. In particular, GC loads each worker with r GC = S+1 N = αN +1 N ≈ α fraction of the data set, while CR considerably reduces it to r CR = 1/ L l=1 n αn+1 l ≈ α L . For α = 0.5 as an instance, GC reduces the computation load 7× by rearranging the nodes in 1 layer to 3 layers.
Latency Performance: While we have derived the straggler resiliency of CR, the ultimate goal of a distributed gradient aggregation scheme is to have small latency which is partly attained by establishing higher communication parallelization. Motivated by this, we propose a random computation time model to analyze the latency performance of CR. We consider shifted exponential distribution for workers' computation time which is used in several prior works [33] [34] [35] . More precisely, for a worker W i with assigned data set of size d i , we model the computation time as a random variable with a shifted exponential distribution as follows:
where system parameters a = Θ(1) and µ = Θ(1) respectively denote the shift and the exponential rate. We assume that T i 's are independent.
To model the communication time and bandwidth bottleneck, we assume that each node is able to receive messages from only one other node at a time, and the total available bandwidth is dedicated to the communicating node. We also assume that communicating a partial gradient vector (of size p) from a child to its parent takes a constant time t c .
The following theorem asymptotically characterizes the expected run-time of CR which we denote by T CR (Proof is available in Appendix D). More precisely, we consider the regime of interest where the data set size d and the number of layers L in the tree are fixed, while the number of children per parent, i.e. n is approaching infinity with a constant straggler ratio α = s/n = Θ(1). Theorem 2. Considering the computation time model in (6) for workers, the expected run-time of CR on an (n, L)-regular tree with resiliency α satisfies the followings:
E [T CR ] ≤ r CR d µ log 1 α + ar CR d + n 1 − o(1) Lt c + o(1).
Remark 3. Theorem 2 implies that the expected run-time of the proposed CR algorithm breaks down to two terms: E [T CR ] = Θ(1) + Θ(n), where the constant and scaling terms correspond to computation and communication times, respectively. As a special case, it also implies that the average run-time for GC is E [T GC ] = Θ(1) + Θ(N ). This clearly demonstrates that CR is indeed alleviating the bandwidth bottleneck and improves the communication parallelization gain from β GC = Θ(1) to β CR = Θ(N/n) = Θ(N 1−1/L ) by parallelizing the communications over an L-layer tree structure.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF CR
In this section, we provide experimental results conducted over Amazon EC2, demonstrating the gains of CR over baseline approaches.
We conduct two experiments as follows. Firstly, we train the real data set GISETTE [36] by solving a logistic regression problem using GD over a cluster of N = 156 workers. The problem is to separate the often confused digits '9' and '4'. We use d = 6552 training samples, with model size p = 5001. The following relative error rate is considered for model estimation:
where θ (t) denotes the estimated model at iteration t.
Secondly, we solve a linear regression via GD over a synthetic data set with parameters (d, p) = (7644, 6500). We generate the data set using the following model:
where the true model θ * and features x j (1 : p) = [x j (1); · · · ; x j (p)] are drawn randomly from R p and z j is a standard Gaussian noise. We consider the following normalized error rate:
Next, we plot the rates defined in (9) and (11) for our logistic regression and linear regression experiments respectively, as functions of wall-clock training time. For both experiments, we used t2.micro instances for master and all workers. For the distributed implementation, we used Python with mpi4py package. The results from our experiments are presented in Figures 8 and 9 , where we CR is compared with three benchmarks: (1) CodedReduce (CR): We implement our proposed scheme as presented in Section III on a tree with (n, L) = (12, 2), while the straggler parameter s is optimized empirically to obtain the best configuration.
(2) Ring-AllReduce (RAR): The data set is uniformly partitioned over the workers and the MPI function MPI_Allreduce() is used for gradient aggregation.
(3) Gradient Coding (GC): We implement GC as described in Section II-C. The straggler parameter S is empirically optimized to obtain the configuration with best performance.
(4) Uncoded Master-worker (UMW): This is the naive scheme in which the data set is uniformly partitioned among the workers, and the master waits for results from all the workers to aggregate the gradient.
We summarize our observations and conclusions from the experiments in the following remarks:
• CR achieves significant speed ups over the benchmark schemes. As demonstrated in Figure 8 , CR achieves a speedup of up to 31.4×, 18.9× and 7.9× respectively over UMW, GC, and RAR for logistics regression. In the linear regression problem, the corresponding speedups are 28.9×, 17.0× and 6.8×, respectively as demonstrated in Figure 9 . • These experiments complement the theoretical gains of CR that have been established earlier. As demonstrated in the figures, although GC improves the overall time in comparison to UMW, it still suffers from bandwidth bottleneck at the master. On the other hand, RAR is bottlenecked by straggling nodes which reduce its performance. CR however, jointly improves bandwidth utilization and straggler toleration, leading to significant speedups in distributed machine learning problems while maintaining the same generalization error.
Lastly, we provide similar experimental results for a smaller cluster with N = 84 workers in Appendix E.
where E i 's are independent. Thus, T (n−s) = n−s i=1 E i . We have the following for independent exponentials E i 's and λ = Θ(1):
According to Bersterin's Lemma (See Lemma 3), for ε = Θ 1
= e −Θ( √ n) .
As described in Section III-A, in the proposed CR all the worker nodes start their assigned partial gradient computations simultaneously; each parent waits for enough number of children to receive their results; combines with its partial computation and sends the result up to its parent. To upper bound the total aggregation time T CR , one can separate all the local computations from the communications. Let T comp denote the time at which enough number of workers are executed their local gradient computations and no more local computation is needed for the final gradient recovery. Moreover, we assume that all the communications from children to parent are pipe-lined. Hence, we have E [T CR ] ≤ E T comp + L(n − s)t c . To bound the computation time T comp , consider the following event which keeps the local computation times for all the N/n groups of siblings concentrated below their average deviated by ε = Θ 1 n 1/4 : E 1 := T gr (n−s) ≤ E T gr (n−s) + ε for all the N/n groups gr , where a group gr is a collection of n children with the same parent, i.e. there are N/n groups in the n, L)-regular tree. For a group gr, {T gr 1 , · · · , T gr n } denote the random run-times of the nodes in the group and T gr (n−s) represents its (n − s)'th order statistics. Clearly,
Now let T denote the computation time corresponding to the slowest group of siblings, i.e.
T := max over all N/n groups gr T gr (n−s) .
Consider the following event: 
In above, T max denotes the largest computation time over all the N nodes. Putting (19) and (20) together, we can write
Moreover, using union bound on the N/n groups of workers, we derive the following inequality.
Putting (18), (21) and (22) together, we have 
for some B > 0 and every i = 1, · · · , m, k ≥ 2. Then, for ε > 0,
APPENDIX E ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) provide additional experimental results comparing the proposed CR with benchmarks UMW, GC, and RAR. The settings of these experiments are similar to ones described in Section 4 but for a cluster of N = 84 nodes. We have a tree topology with L = 3 layers and n = 4 children nodes per parent for CR. In this setting with 84 nodes, CR achieves a speedup of up to 30.3×, 10.3× and 4.7× respectively over UMW, GC, and RAR for logistics regression. In the linear regression problem, the corresponding speedups are 26.3×, 12.1× and 3.0×, respectively.
Moreover, comparing the two settings of experiments, i.e. N = 156 versus N = 84 further demonstrates that the straggler and bandwidth contention bottlenecks are increasingly significant when the cluster size increases.
